Sudbury: A Historical Case Study of Multiple Urban-Economic Transformation
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Sudbury serves as a relevant historical case study of a settlement that has undergone several transformations since its inception as a fledgling village in the latter part of the nineteenth century. Though changes of this kind have been frequent in Ontario, they have not normally happened to hinterland resource communities. This article suggests that Sudbury is unique in this regard, having evolved through five distinct stages: (1) a railway company village, (2) a colonial-frontier mining town and city, (3) a regional central-place, (4) a declining metropolis, and (5) a nearly self-sustaining community. The constant restructuring of Sudbury's society and economic base has been caused by a variety of external and internal forces, among which the "human dynamic" has been vital and ever present. The paper suggests that under certain circumstances a resource community can progress from a staples and boom-bust existence to a more sustainable urban economy based on local and regional influences.

A Railway Company Village

Sudbury began its existence as a company village of the Canadian Pacific Railway.1 In 1883 it became one of the places in Northern Ontario chosen as a temporary construction centre for the railway company. Situated on the outer limit of habitable territory, the site gave no evidence whatsoever that it would ever acquire an importance beyond that of a small wayside station for the transcontinental railway. In 1884 the Commissioner of Crown Lands made land grants to both the CPR and the Jesuits. For the first few years, the population of the townsite was composed almost entirely of railway employees. The CPR initially banned private enterprise and ran all the boarding houses and other retail businesses in the village. When the company subdivided its portion of the site in 1886, it used a gridiron plan that recognized the influence of the pocketed topography and the existing rights-of-way of the railway lines. The legacy of this original layout remains to the present day. In the meantime
the Jesuits had established a parish known as Ste. Anne of the Pines. The name referred to the existence of forests in the area before the establishment of mining; it also suggested a sharp contrast to the stark image that emerged later. For a time there was a thriving lumber industry that permitted W. J. Bell to emerge later as Sudbury’s most successful lumber baron. As the decade progressed, the future of the townsite bleakened as the CPR operations were transferred to Biscotasing; with this move the era of the railway company town came to an end. Only lumbering held some limited promise for the future. Completely isolated from the centres of power except for a rail link to Montreal some 700 kilometres (420 miles) to the east via the bustling town of North Bay, Sudbury showed every indication of becoming a CPR ghost town like so many other construction camps along the mainline. Such, however, was not to be the case.

A Colonial-Frontier Mining Town and City

The assumption that Sudbury was only a temporary village began to change after mineral deposits were discovered nearby in 1883. In the following two years, prospectors such as Thomas and William Murray, Charles F. Crean, Rinaldo McConnell, Thomas Frood, and James Stobie staked numerous claims in the area. It soon became clear that the village was adjacent to a huge geological structure (now known as the Sudbury Basin) containing vast mineral deposits (see Figure 1). In her mem-

Figure 1. Geographical setting of the Sudbury area during the colonial-frontier era.
Figure 2. Aerial view of the Copper Cliff Smelter opened in 1930. The 1,250-foot (379-metre) "Superstack" became operational in 1972. The former company town of Copper Cliff lies in the foreground, and parts of the City of Sudbury in the background. (Courtesy Inco Ltd.)

Florence R. Howey wrote that by the spring of 1886 "we knew Sudbury was going to be a mining town." This knowledge, however, did not lead to a boomtown expansion as occurred later at Cobalt; rather, the transformation from a railway to a mining community was gradual and piecemeal. This was due to the technological
difficulties in processing the complex ores and the lack of markets for copper and nickel. The first tangible expression of this new phase took place in 1886 and 1888, when mining and smelting operations were started in Copper Cliff. These operations heralded the entry of the Sudbury area into an era of export specialization based on the mineral wealth of the Sudbury Basin. The resulting optimism prompted Sudbury to become an incorporated town in 1893. The subsequent exploitation and settlement of the region was, from the outset, subjected to many outside influences. Economically, the region was dominated by the Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, Ontario Mineral Score, Toronto; Statistics Canada, Census of Canada 1901-1986, Ottawa; and information provided by Inco Ltd. and Falconbridge Ltd.

Figure 3. Development trends in the Sudbury area. Sources: Ontario Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, Ontario Mineral Score, Toronto; Statistics Canada, Census of Canada 1901-1986, Ottawa; and information provided by Inco Ltd. and Falconbridge Ltd.
The mining sector fell under the control of American and British entrepreneurs who brought with them outside capital, management, and technology.

The history of foreign economic domination began with the formation of the Canadian Copper Company in Cleveland by Samuel J. Ritchie in 1886. Encouraged by the Canadian and Ontario governments, Ritchie managed to acquire the most promising mining properties from prospectors who lacked the money to exploit their claims. In 1902 his enterprise became part of International Nickel, a new giant controlled by the well-known steel industrialist J. P. Morgan and headquartered in New Jersey. The clear superiority of the nickel-plated U.S. warships in the Spanish-American War of 1898 inspired British interests to form the Mond Nickel Company in 1900; by 1901 its smelter was shipping processed nickel and copper to Great Britain. By the turn of the century, therefore, Sudbury had emerged as an integral and vital part of the Canadian staples network serving international military needs. The local dominance of Inco and Mond soon came to be matched by the global dominance of the Sudbury Basin in the world's nickel industry. In Canada and Ontario, the image of Sudbury as a mining town took firm root in the public mind.

The power and influence of Inco expanded when the company absorbed Mond in 1928; in the same year, Inco was “Canadianized” in order to avoid the antimonopoly sentiment in the United States. In 1930 Inco opened its gigantic new smelter at Copper Cliff (see Figure 2). These events firmly set the stage for the reshaping of Sudbury’s image to that of an “Inco” town. Simultaneous with these events was the creation of another major corporation, Falconbridge Nickel. Encouraged by these developments, Sudbury became a city in 1930.

Another strong outside influence was the international market. As Figure 3 reveals, the demand for nickel fluctuated widely in a highly cyclical fashion. During the 1920s nickel production declined substantially as the metal made its transition from a strategic military material to a consumer product. The boom of the late 1920s collapsed with the onset of the Great Depression. World War II and its aftermath brought about yet another pattern of expansion and decline. These boom-and-bust cycles contributed to a constant feeling of uncertainty about the long-term economic future of Sudbury, which for many became simply a place of transition rather than home. External influences in the form of provincial mining policies also left their mark: indeed, here could be found typical examples of colonialism, for provincial policies as they affected the Sudbury area were designed solely to attract foreign capital and divert development benefits from the local to the provincial treasuries. Free rein was given to the mining industry regarding the local environment and working conditions, little thought being given to the harmful aspects of the exploitation process, which were borne entirely by the local residents and communities. Sudbury’s geographical location too remained on the fringes of mainstream Ontario until two railway lines were completed to Toronto in 1908-09. Local retailers and wholesalers were thus faced with strong competition from Toronto, as they were again a few years later from North Bay, which emerged as the main point of road.
entry into northern Ontario after Highway 17 was completed west to Sudbury and Sault Ste. Marie in 1912. This highway network gave North Bay a powerful advantage over Sudbury until the 1950s.

The local consequences of those influences were profound: environmental degradation, a punitive system of mining assessment and taxation, the formation of a network of company towns, and a low level of socio-cultural well-being. Because of the high sulphur content of the Sudbury Basin mineral deposits, it proved necessary at the time to roast the ores before smelting, using open heaps which burned for months and sent dense sulphurous clouds over the surrounding landscape. These infamous roastyards, along with slag and mine tailing zones, gave rise to impressions of the area as a barren and treeless landscape. Even though the last of the roastyards was abandoned in 1929, the visual legacy of this early technology remained for decades in the form of soil erosion, blackened hilltops, and stunted vegetation. Not surprisingly, this degradation evoked images in the press such as “death valley” and the “surface of the moon.” As this environmental pollution was limited to the Sudbury Basin, there was little public interest elsewhere in the province in the possible alleviation of these effects.

Even though the Sudbury area was strongly represented in the provincial cabinet by Frank Cochrane and Charles McCrea, this did not deter the province from exempting the mining companies from paying property taxes like industrial operations in southern Ontario. This policy, devised when the mining industry was in its infancy, was given formal acknowledgement in 1910, when the Assessment Act was revised to make buildings, plants, and machinery on mineral lands non-assessable by municipalities. Although this act came under constant attack by Sudbury politicians throughout the century, this political pressure did not bring about any favourable results until W. S. Beaton, mayor of Sudbury during the 1940s, helped persuade the province to devise a special revenue for mining communities to compensate them for their inability to tax the mining companies. The compensation, introduced in 1952, came in the form of mining revenue payments which permitted municipalities with mining properties within their boundaries to tax profits up to prescribed limits. A different form of revenue assistance was created for the City of Sudbury, which did not have any mines within its boundaries. This came in the form of a provincial grant in lieu of a mining tax. Studies by the city in the 1950s concluded that these mining payments were the equivalent of only one-half the revenue that Sudbury would have received if it had been a typical heavy-industrial city in southern Ontario. The inequity inherent in this system was a cause of the low level of municipal infrastructure in most of the Sudbury Basin communities. The continuing references to Sudbury after World War II in the national press as a “slum” or “a smaller version of Katowice, Poland” bore apt testimony to the legacy of this provincial assessment and taxation policy.

The colonial-frontier atmosphere was intensified by the long distances between towns and by the fact that many of them existed only as company towns. Copper
These townships were constructed in the late 19th century and provided the necessary infrastructure for the exploitation of a mineral wealth that had never before been accessed. However, the development of these new communities was marked by paternalism and segregation, characteristics that would persist for many years to come.

For example, in Sudbury, the Copper Cliff district, just to the west of Sudbury, emerged as the Inco “showcase” with comfortable houses appropriately segregated to conform with the employees’ status in the company, well-kept streets and parks, and numerous recreational facilities. A highly paternalistic attitude prevailed in the Inco company towns, where all the essential services and even political representation were firmly controlled by Inco. The Falconbridge townsite similarly emerged as the community showcase for Falconbridge Nickel (see Figure 4). The company-town phenomenon continued as late as the 1950s, as evidenced by the creation of townsites at Lively and Onaping Falls by Inco and Falconbridge Nickel respectively. Although these company towns provided pleasant physical surroundings, their effect on the socio-cultural and political development of the area was less beneficial. In fact, the company towns expressed the philosophy that segregation by class and race was not only desirable but necessary.

In the Sudbury Basin company towns, internal ghettos evolved which were occupied by immigrant workers. In Levack the periphery was known as Little Warsaw; in Coniston, two immigrant areas developed, one dominated by Italians and another by Poles. At Copper Cliff, a district known as Little Italy emerged beneath the smokestacks; other areas to the south were occupied by east Europeans and Finns. The francophone population never even made it to the company town; these workers settled either in the agricultural heart of the Sudbury Basin known as the “Valley” or simply went to Sudbury. For all practical purposes, Sudbury served as the exter-
nal “fringe town” for both Inco and Falconbridge Nickel,20 a fact confirmed by population figures: in 1901 Sudbury embraced some 21 per cent of the region’s population; even as late as 1951, only 50 per cent of the regional inhabitants could be found within its boundaries.21 As the company towns attracted virtually all the white-collar employees of the mining sector, Sudbury lacked a middle and upper class aside from a few doctors, lawyers, and clergymen. This demographic imbalance greatly skewed the local political system and fostered a blue-collar dominance of community tastes and demands. It is not surprising that the local daily newspaper, the *Sudbury Star* (known to some as the “Inco Star”) acquired an inordinate amount of local power, which it used to influence politics and protect the interests of the mining companies.

Nevertheless, a number of desirable features did develop on the local scene.22 A compact downtown emerged with streetcar lines to both Lake Ramsey and Copper Cliff (see Figure 5). For the majority of male residents, sports became a passionate recreational activity, and both Inco and Falconbridge Nickel sponsored numerous hockey and baseball teams. Owing to the vigorous efforts of the Finnish community, a widespread interest developed in wrestling, skiing, and track and field.23 The residents of Sudbury were also fortunate in having two large parks, thanks to the visionary parkland philosophy of W. T. Bell, a municipal parks official during World War I, who was not only responsible for acquiring land in the downtown which eventually became Memorial Park, but was instrumental in obtaining land fronting Lake Ramsey. Later, Bell donated additional land to form present-day Bell Park.24 Another distinctive socio-cultural force was Local 598 of the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers. Certified as the bargaining agent for the workers at Inco and Falconbridge in 1944, this local became the largest trade union in Canada. It also gave Sudbury some of its most dynamic personalities, such as Nels Thibault, Mike Solski, and Weir Reid. In the years following certification, the union established itself as a powerful social force by building union halls and a children’s camp and by founding popular programs involving the theatre, sports, music and feature films.25

**A Regional Central-Place**

After World War II Sudbury began to shed some of its colonial-frontier character and image, thanks initially to a significant expansion of the mining economy. This expansion, however, included neither the broadening of the mining economy to include new products nor the strengthening of forward or backward linkages; rather, the Sudbury area provided ample support for the contention that staple economies often lead to just more of the same.26 The extension of the staple economy into the post-war era could be attributed directly to the influence of the American “military-industrial complex,” for it was the American government, in response to the military needs of the Korean and Cold Wars, that deliberately set the stage for a mining
led by the region's development, could not all the upper balance once of paper, coordinate the forests of scene. 22 Finnish parks, official maintaining the downtown of modern-day Interna- mining agent best trade labour, such as recognition, sports, boom in the Sudbury and Elliot Lake areas during the 1950s. This economic expansion in turn enabled the Sudbury Basin communities collectively to attain the critical population of a metropolis. A related event was the passing of the region's remoteness and hinterland status in relation to other parts of Ontario and Canada. The
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acquisition of these new population and geographical attributes supported the transition of the area towards a more mature, service-oriented economy, and by the late 1960s Sudbury had acquired some of the characteristics of a regional central-place. The community was also changing internally: land-use planning was introduced, and a white-collar class was emerging. Unfortunately, many aspects of the transition went unnoticed because of the inordinate attention given to the struggle between Inco and Local 598 during the 1950s and 1960s.

The explosive growth of the Sudbury Basin communities in the 1950s was a direct outcome of the decision by the United States government to encourage international competition for strategic minerals and to break up monopolies like Inco in order to contain communism and to promote global stability. As a consequence of this policy the United States spent $789 million between 1950 and 1957 to diversify the non-communist supply of nickel and other metals through stockpiling and special purchase agreements. Although both Inco and Falconbridge Nickel were parties to these arrangements, the latter proved to be the main beneficiary. By the end of the decade this enterprise had become a major producer and competitor to Inco as a result of an expansionary mining program in the northwestern part of the Basin. Sudbury likewise benefited economically from an agreement signed in 1954 between Eldorado Mining and Refining Ltd. and the United States government for the purchase of more than $1 billion worth of uranium ore from Elliot Lake from 1957 to 1962.

The effect on Sudbury was immediate and profound. The city was transformed from a local distribution and residential centre to a rapidly growing city exhibiting metropolitan features. Both the labour force and the population grew rapidly; between 1951 and 1957 new jobs resulted in a net migration of some 27,000 persons into the Sudbury District. Whereas in 1951 the population of the Sudbury Basin communities was only about 115,000, by 1961 and 1971 it had increased to 138,000 and 170,000 respectively. By 1951 the City of Sudbury had a population density greater than that of any other Canadian settlement of the same size. Outside of Sudbury, the distribution of population was fundamentally reshaped. In the "Valley" numerous farms were subdivided in ad hoc fashion to accommodate the new demand for housing; urban sprawl also appeared to the west and south of Sudbury. The construction in 1956-59 of Elliot Lake, a resource community of 25,000 lying 160 kilometres (100 miles) west of Sudbury, brought new economic opportunities, particularly in retailing and wholesaling, to a larger geographical area. Sudbury's role as a regional central-place was assisted greatly by improvements in transportation and communication, especially opening of the Sudbury - Parry Sound - Gravenhurst stretch of road in 1952-56. This completion of Highway 69 to Toronto enabled Sudbury to serve as an alternative gateway into northern Ontario and set the stage for a battle with North Bay for urban supremacy in northeastern Ontario. Also important was the establishment of the Sudbury Airport and the introduction of regular flights by Trans Canada Airlines (TCA) between 1952 and 1954.
Sudbury's sphere of influence was extended in 1953 when the city became the site of Canada's first privately owned commercial television station, and by 1957 three radio stations were in existence.35 The geographical expansion of the Sudbury Star's circulation market was another indicator of the city's improving territorial and hierarchical position. As early as 1940 Sudbury began to replace Toronto's newspaper dominance locally, and by the 1950s it was displacing Toronto's previous control over Manitoulin Island. In fact, the city's position in the provincial hierarchy gradually improved so much that by 1960, it was exceeded only by Toronto, London, Ottawa, Waterloo, Hamilton, and St. Catharines in the number of newspapers delivered.36 Medicine and education too helped extend the city's sphere of influence. The construction of three hospitals between 1950 and 1956 made Sudbury the undisputed medical centre for northeastern Ontario, and by the late 1960s, eminent surgeons led by Dr. Paul Field had brought the city to national prominence in the field of heart surgery. The creation of Laurentian University in 1960 and Cambrian College of Arts and Technology in 1966 brought the community into Ontario's web of post-secondary institutions (see Figure 6).37 By the beginning of the 1970s, therefore, the foundations for Sudbury as a central-place had been laid.

The economic transformation wrought numerous sociological changes in Sud-
bury. Planning was grudgingly accepted as a development tool, and the laissez-faire attitude of the pre-war era slowly faded. The first land use planner was hired by the city in 1955, and by 1959 an official plan had been formally approved. Other planning measures included the formation of the Sudbury and District Health Unit in 1956, the Junction Creek and Whitson Valley Conservation Authorities in 1958 and 1959, and the Sudbury and District Industrial Commission in 1957. Planning proved to be a boon. Under the direction of K. Dembek, one of Canada's most successful urban renewal programs transformed the downtown and fulfilled the long-felt need for a more functional and attractive downtown. Other achievements included improvements to the city's roads, the elimination of flooding, and the provision of water mains and sewers to the suburbs. Meanwhile, the broadening of the economic base to include tertiary employment brought to the city for the first time the influence of both white-collar workers and women. Interest in the theatre grew, and steps were taken to form a symphony orchestra. In 1951 male dominance in local politics was challenged when Dr. Faustina Cook and Grace Hartman won aldermanic seats, and in 1967, Hartman became Sudbury's first woman mayor.

The steady improvement in the city's physical and socio-cultural amenities in the post-war era, however, was not fully appreciated at the time because of the overriding attention given to the struggle between Inco and Local 598. A long strike at Inco in 1958 split the community and inspired descriptions of the Sudbury area as a "hotbed of unionism and communism." The attention of the media was again drawn to Sudbury in 1961, when the United Steelworkers of America began an aggressive campaign to replace Mine Mill as the bargaining agent for the Inco workers.

Nevertheless, it is clear that by the beginning of the 1970s Sudbury had in fact become a markedly different city from the one that had emerged from World War II. While natural resources were still the cornerstone of the local economy, new central-place functions had come into being.

A Declining Metropolis

The post-war transformation of Sudbury was abruptly halted in the 1970s by problems both urban and economic which threatened the future viability of the city and the Sudbury Basin. Headlines shouted that Sudbury had "hit bottom" and was "struggling to stay alive." By the early 1970s, it had become evident that a political restructuring was needed to meet the region's growing need for water, sewage disposal, transportation, and planning. The inability of local municipalities to deal with these issues can be attributed partly to the urban sprawl that had begun as far back as the 1950s, extreme parochialism, and the weakness of the tax base outside the company towns. Attempts by the city to rectify the situation were continuously thwarted by the province until 1960, when Sudbury was allowed to absorb the large population which had settled on its periphery. The change in municipal boundaries, however, did little to solve regional problems or the inequities in the sharing of
mining assessment between the province and the municipalities. Sudbury’s continued growth in the 1960s caused considerable financial stress, and, as one observer remarked, public funds were used to make the city only “fit to live in” rather than a “pleasant place to live in.” Municipal studies were undertaken which claimed that city residents paid one-fifth more taxes than the average Ontario urban resident while at the same time receiving fewer services.

This unsatisfactory state of affairs continued until 1968, when the province unveiled its Design for Development program. As part of this program, the Sudbury Area Study (Kennedy Report), which was released in 1970, recommended the establishment of a regional government. A period of intense local debate ensued. The province eventually intervened with Bill 164, which created the Regional Municipality of Sudbury on January 1, 1973 (see Figure 7). Although this event was a milestone in the political and planning development of the Sudbury area, it also brought with it a decade of such intense internal dissension about services and planning that it was five years before the regional official plan could be passed. Regional government too came under criticism for its unbalanced representation which favoured the outlying communities rather than Sudbury, the cost of the new bureaucracy, and the continuation of high municipal taxes. On the other hand, the persuasive leadership of various regional chairmen such as Doug Frith, George Lund, Delki Dozzi and Tom Davies did eventually bring about a stronger measure of political support for
the concept of regional government.

The second reason for the turbulence of the 1970s was the drastic decline in the global demand for mineral products and the consequent reduction in Sudbury's employment. The origins of this decline can be traced back to the 1960s, when Inco and Falconbridge Nickel lost their positions as the world price leaders for nickel. Whereas in 1950 only four countries in the world produced nickel, by the beginning of the 1980s there were twenty-six producers, many of them in Third World countries with low wages and minimal environmental regulations. By 1982 the Sudbury Basin accounted for only slightly more than 10 per cent of the world's nickel production. It had become evident to all that the glory days of the mining era had come to an irrevocable end.

The effect of this unsettled economic environment on the Sudbury area was traumatic. In 1971 the Regional Municipality of Sudbury (using its 1973 boundaries) had a population of 170,000; by 1976 this figure had dropped to 167,000 and by 1981 to 159,000. The Sudbury Census Metropolitan Area had the distinction of being one of the only two metropolitan areas in Canada to lose population between 1971 and 1981. The population decline was paralleled by a reduction of jobs at Inco and Falconbridge Nickel by more than 7,900 - from a high in 1971 of 25,600 to a low of 17,700 in 1981 (and eventually down to 10,000 by 1988). It was within this troubled framework that a growing awareness developed of the need to give Sudbury a more solid economic base.

Towards a Self-Reliant Community

In 1984 Sudbury was chosen by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Government of Canada, and the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs as an international case study of a declining metropolis that had made a successful urban-economic adjustment after a period of decline. The study confirmed that the Sudbury region had overcome many of the obstacles it had inherited from the 1970s and was on the path towards a more sustainable future. The report, however, dealt largely with events that had taken place during the previous decade and devoted considerable attention to political factors. This paper asserts that other long- and short-term factors need to be emphasized as well if the basis for this transitional phase is to be more fully appreciated. In fact, many of the fundamental preconditions for this rapid adjustment from decline towards revitalization and sustainability already existed as far back as the 1950s. For example, after 1951 the size of the region's population was unique among Canadian resource-based economies. The foundations for the City of Sudbury as a central-place, already well established during the 1950s and 1960s, were strengthened considerably in the ensuing decade. The post-war birth of a white-collar class and its growing influence stimulated fundamental changes to the economic, political, and socio-cultural order. These three long-term preconditions were complemented by four more recent impulses: creative
In the current metamorphosis phase, community size has been of paramount importance. According to the 1986 census, the Regional Municipality of Sudbury supported a population of more than 152,000. While this figure does not approach the 250,000 often proposed as the minimum for community sustainability, it nevertheless acted as a brake to slow down the decline. The fact that Sudbury was a declining metropolis gave it considerable influence with the provincial and federal governments. Arguing that "no nation is so affluent that it can afford to throw away a major city," Sudbury used this political leverage to its fullest advantage. At the federal level, representations were made for special assistance by James Jerome (Speaker of the House of Commons), Doug Frith, Judy Erola (Minister of State for Mines with responsibility for the Status of Women), and John Rodriguez. Similar pleas were made to the provincial government by Bud Germa, Floyd Loughren, Elie Martel, and Jim Gordon. In addition, the population was large enough for import substitution in food processing, printing and design, sportswear manufacturing, and restaurant franchising. The fact that the population included a sizeable number of retired people was also significant. Since more than 90 per cent of the former employees of Inco and Falconbridge Nickel chose to remain in the region, their numbers came to equal the size of the mining labour force. And since many of them had fairly high incomes, they helped the process of revitalization and contributed significantly to the renovation of houses now apparent in some neighbourhoods. As a result of this retirement phenomenon, the population of the Sudbury area had one of the highest rates of urban "aging" in Canada between 1971 and 1981.

The second long-term influence is the growing importance of Sudbury as a central-place in northeastern Ontario. The contemporary manifestation of this change can be linked to the change in Sudbury's status from that of a regional to a sub-provincial central-place and the rise of urban functions as the main driving force in the economy. Sudbury's enlarged sphere of influence, underlain by improvements in transportation and communication in the 1950s and again in the 1970s, resulted in the city's becoming a dominant force in financial services and wholesaling and distributional facilities for all of northeastern Ontario. The spread of Sudbury's influence into places formerly dominated by North Bay was made possible by the opening of Highway 144 to Timmins in 1970 and its subsequent extension to the Smooth Rock Falls - Cochrane district via Highway 655. At the same time the transportation network in and around the area was improved by the construction of bypasses and ring roads. These changes were paralleled by improvements in air transportation. Until the 1970s, Sudbury served essentially as the nodal point for a north-south air corridor joining Timmins with Toronto; but the arrival of jet service and the introduction of Norontair flights in 1971 made the community a growing focal point for air traffic for all of northeastern Ontario. After a modern air terminal
was built in 1974, a new, east-west air network gave Sudbury direct flights to Winnipeg, Ottawa, and Montreal. Similar advances occurred in communications. In 1972 Bell Canada moved its district office from North Bay to Sudbury, and in 1979 Sudbury was designated as Bell's regional headquarters for the territory from Peterborough in the south to Thunder Bay and Hudson Bay in the north. By this time, Sudbury was established as the northeastern Ontario headquarters for CBC radio broadcasting in both English and French. In publishing, Sudbury's position was enhanced by the formation of Laurentian Publishing by a local entrepreneur, Michael Atkins, in 1973. Atkins now owns twenty-five community newspapers and three business tabloids in Ontario and New Brunswick; they include the monthly *Northern Ontario Business*.

These developments in transportation and communication fostered the growth of tertiary employment. Sudbury's rise as a regional financial centre became evident in an early sense as well. The Northern Ontario Bank of Commerce was established in Sudbury in 1955 with a charter that included the words "serving the mining community." In 1979 it became the Northern Bank of Commerce. In 1981 it was acquired by the Royal Bank of Canada.
in the 1970s with the widespread establishment of regional bank headquarters, trust and loan companies, investment dealers, credit unions, and the Federal Business Development Bank in the downtown. A wide variety of wholesaling and distributional enterprises were similarly attracted to the serviced industrial parks created in the 1970s. By 1981 the cumulative effect of these changes was such that Sudbury was considered as a “service-administrative” centre. Figure 8 shows that the relative importance of tertiary employment to the city by this year exceeded the average for Canada and Ontario.

The third element was the rise of the white-collar sector as the dominant influence on the urban mentality and internal power base and the parallel rise of what geographers have referred to as a “sense of place.” This white-collar sector gradually transformed Sudbury’s socio-cultural, political, and economic environment. The demand for higher quality in culture and recreation resulted in a number of distinctive achievements. Sudbury acquired what the Ontario Arts Council regards as the best volunteer symphony in Ontario. Another significant development was the formation of the Sudbury Theatre Centre, which has had more subscribers per capita than any other theatre in Canada. The Grand Theatre – rebuilt on its original site – began to attract world-renowned entertainers. More recently, the city has adopted a leisure and recreational plan developed by citizens, reflecting the “aging” and “white-collar” aspects of the population.

Political life was also reshaped by the changed population. Beginning in the early 1970s, populists began to be defeated by more professional candidates, and white-collar interests began to affect the city’s decisions in issues such as building heights, spaces, and portable signs.

Perhaps the most noteworthy example of the new outlook was the creation of Sudbury 2001. In 1977 a number of citizens, led by the planner Narasim Katary and the businessman Michael Atkins, began to meet informally with representatives of the business, academic, mining, and union sectors to discuss ways of alleviating the effects of mining layoffs in the area; the result was the formation of the Sudbury Committee, which, in 1978, held a conference on economic development involving the entire community under the name of Sudbury 2001 in 1978. A formal organization was then established with the goal of making the Sudbury region a self-sustaining metropolis by the turn of the century. Assisted by venture capital provided by the provincial government, Sudbury 2001 set out to initiate new business ventures, support the expansion of existing businesses, foster innovative community projects, and make long-term strategic plans based on sustainability. The organization eventually foundered, however, as a result of a discredited economic project which left it with a reputation for impracticality and mismanagement, and in 1987 it was officially disbanded. Nevertheless, in historical terms 2001 was remarkable, for it had heralded the transition from the old-fashioned type of purely reactive planning to one that looked ahead; equally important, it reflected a new attitude toward Sudbury as a permanent home for its residents. It started the process of discarding...
the tradition of confrontation and divisiveness in favour of co-operation and community consensus. Though the short-term physical accomplishments of the body were few, its longer-term influence has been substantial. It raised the level of planning consciousness to heights hitherto thought impossible. This strategic approach to urban-economic development eventually bore fruit, as events in the 1980s later demonstrated. One authority regards 2001 as one of the most important innovations of its kind, and one deserving serious consideration by other communities that are under stress. 70

The fourth influence on the transitional phase was the political and planning creativity associated with the Regional Municipality of Sudbury. In fact, the very formation of the regional municipality in 1973 was a catalyst for the development of the Civic Square complex that provided offices for the Province of Ontario, the Regional Municipality of Sudbury, the City of Sudbury, and Bell Canada (see Figure 9). Despite a shaky start in the middle 1970s, the regional municipality managed to take a series of actions promoting environmental improvement, regional economic development, fiscal responsibility, and job creation. One of the first steps was to implement a strategy for improving the physical environment. This decision was dictated in part by the choice by the United States government of the Sudbury area as the location for the Sudbury Re-Entry Complex. In 1986, the complex has helped to revitalize Sudbury's downtown core. (Courtesy Inco Ltd.)

Figure 9. The Civic Square Complex and Memorial Park, 1986. The complex has helped to revitalize Sudbury's downtown core. (Courtesy Inco Ltd.)
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as a site for its Apollo training missions in 1969-70 and the resulting resurrection of the “lunar landscape” image by the international media. The timing of the Region’s ecological initiative was fortuitous. The recent closure of Inco’s smelter at Coniston and Falconbridge Nickel’s pyrrhotite plant and the completion in 1972 of Inco’s “Superstack” had already set the stage for a greatly improved air quality and more favourable conditions for natural regeneration of vegetation.

A formal planning approach to environmental improvement began in 1973 with the formation of the Technical Tree Planting Committee. Spurred on by high student unemployment and the passage of an environmentally sensitive official plan, the committee began one of the world’s largest community land-reclamation projects in 1978. Under the Regional Land Rehabilitation Program, steps were taken to revegetate the barren lands along the main highway, using student labour. In 1982 the project was expanded to include short-term jobs for laid-off miners. By the end of 1984, 2,636 hectares of barren area were reclaimed, 980 hectares of damaged area visually improved, and 387,580 trees planted. The total cost of the program throughout this period was $12,320,500. The results have been spectacular. In 1984 the Hamilton Spectator was moved to comment that “birch trees, lakes and grass – sprouting out of once black hills – now form a beautiful backdrop to the city.”

Another innovative action taken by the regional municipality was the establishment in 1974 of the Sudbury Regional Development Corporation (SRDC) as an autonomous body made up of representatives from the business and industrial community, accountable to council, but with its own staff and budget. Sudbury thus became one of the first municipalities in Ontario to recognize the need for a specialized co-ordinating agency to promote economic development. In addition to offering advice, guidance, and practical help to existing businesses and potential entrepreneurs, the SRDC, under the firm leadership of Spike Hennessey, became active in transforming Sudbury’s image. The efforts of the SRDC were assisted by the regional official plan, which stated the intention to attract new industry, develop suitable sites, identify suitable industries, and promote incentive programs. These policies were later adopted by the City of Sudbury in a creative economic planning statement that serves as an addendum to the city’s 1987 official land-use plan. In an attempt to promote fiscal responsibility, the regional official plan adopted special policies to limit urban sprawl by designating specific growth centres. And during the early 1980s the regional council decided to undertake major capital projects essentially on a “pay-as-you-go” basis. These policies were deemed necessary because of the high debt load assumed by the regional municipality and the reduction in tax revenues resulting from the mining layoffs. Through these measures the proportion of taxes used to reduce the regional debt fell steadily during the 1980s; by 1988 no new debentures were being permitted at the regional level. The policies have been extended to include capital lot levies and a greater application of the “user-pay” principle. In the city, fiscal efficiency has been encouraged by promoting residential infilling, rehabilitation of existing buildings, and a larger residential component in
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the downtown. A complementary downtown strategy is being envisaged which intends to bring about a more attractive and functional setting through projects involving private-public entrepreneurial agreements.\textsuperscript{78}

Political leadership likewise appeared in the form of eight sectoral task forces on mining, government, business, industry, finance, health, agriculture, and education and training. In addition, the Short-Term Job Creation Task Force was created by the regional municipality, and an idea bank was established by the SRDC. These efforts culminated in thirty-eight proposals that were sent to the two senior levels of government after close liaison with government officials. The projects that were related to health and short-term job creation proved to be the most fruitful. The success of the former can be attributed to a previous tradition of co-operation among the local hospitals dating back to the 1970s. The latter managed to use existing programs to obtain nearly sixteen weeks of paid work for some 4,600 persons; it also generated more than $31 million for the local economy. Though the short-term employment projects did little to diversify the economy, they succeeded in cushioning the financial and psychological effects of the layoffs. Equally important, the interim jobs enabled many workers to remain eligible for unemployment insurance. As a backup to the economic measures, the regional municipality formed a Help Committee to ensure that social services were provided to those who needed them most. When the mandate of these task forces came to an end, it was felt that Sudbury still lacked one of the keys to long-term economic diversification, namely a pool of creative entrepreneurship. It was to this end that the Sudbury Community Adjustment Project (SCAP) was formed in 1986. Conceived locally as a joint-action pilot project involving both the government and private sectors, SCAP was funded by the governments of Canada and Ontario and by Inco and Falconbridge. It evolved, however, as a private-sector, non-profit corporation with a mandate to develop innovative labour-adjustment and economic-development programs in the Sudbury area; in many respects, it could be regarded as a philosophical offshoot of Sudbury 2001. Considered the only entity of its kind in Canada, SCAP was created with a three-year mandate that extended to 1989.\textsuperscript{79} Since its inception this body has been instrumental in creating more than seven hundred jobs.

A fifth aspect of the recovery phase was the physical investment made by the two senior levels of government towards diversifying the economy and creating permanent jobs. These investments were part of a national and provincial trend to decentralize the civil service. After the 2001 Conference of 1978, the Government of Ontario erected a new provincial building in the downtown Civic Square complex; and in 1984 it opened Science North, a tourist attraction whose outstanding architecture has helped to create a new community image (see Figure 10). The facility has also served as a stimulus for the hospitality industry. And more recently, other steps towards decentralization taken by the province bode well for the future sustainability of the region, for they will bring some 750 tertiary jobs to Sudbury.\textsuperscript{80} Not to be outdone, the Government of Canada in 1982 aided the local economy by building...
These task forces and educational councils were created by SDC. These or levels of projects that were fruitful. The operation succeeded in reducing the unemployment that was felt that a Community Action Joint-action was funded by Science North. It was created in 1987 and the Sudbury Taxation Centre, which provides 625 full-time and 1,500 part-time jobs. This relocation did much to lessen the long-standing problem of unemployment and underemployment among women. In 1988 the federal government announced the addition of yet another 120 jobs for the Taxation Data Centre.

The sixth transitional factor was the corporate responses of Inco and Falconbridge to the depressed environment of the 1970s. For Inco, the post-OPEC period was extremely difficult because it had previously diversified and established mines in the tropics that were based on cheap energy. The altered state of the global mining economy by 1977 forced the company to reduce its costs by laying off workers, cutting production, and selling some of its operations. In 1982 Inco made a crucial decision to set up a formal productivity-improvement program as part of its long-term corporate strategy. In line with this policy, the Copper Cliff North Mine was reactivated in 1984 as a mining research facility using advanced automated equipment and computerized controls. Two years later the Crean Hill Mine was opened as an all-electric operation and the Copper Refinery was modernized. Another advance in 1987 was the first appearance of continuous mining operations. In order to meet provincial acid rain regulations, large investments have been made in the upgrading of its milling, smelter, and acid plants; upon completion in 1994, these facilities will be among the most technologically advanced and pollution-free in the world. Falconbridge, too, introduced advanced mining technologies that use mechanized mining equipment, automated systems, electrified operations, and con-

Figure 10. Science North, 1988. This tourist attraction consists of two snowflake-shaped buildings linked by an underground rock tunnel. (Courtesy Science North)
tinuous mining techniques; the Onaping Mine was used as a test facility (see Figure 11). As a result of this modernization, productivity at Inco and Falconbridge rose by 70 and 100 per cent respectively during the 1980s. Another important consequence has been the dramatic improvement observed in the quality of the surrounding air, soil, and vegetation. Since the late 1960s, Inco’s emissions have been reduced by 70 per cent, which represents by far the largest tonnage reduction by any organization in North America. The innovative technology that made the reductions possible has also improved working conditions and quality of the labour force.

A new era began in 1988 when Inco, for the first time since 1979, again began to hire miners. The dramatic turnaround in the fortunes of Inco and Falconbridge by the late 1980s lends support to Schumpeter’s claim that an era of economic turbulence is often followed by a period of innovative corporate responses. The changed situation also minimized the fears of the early 1980s that the mineral industry’s life-cycle was shifting from maturity to decline. On the contrary, it appears that both corporations have undergone many of the transformations required for free trade and the competitive environment of the 1990s.

The final transitional element was the belated emergence of forward and back-

Figure 11. The central control room at the new Falconbridge Smelter, 1988. The intense use of technology in today’s mining industry enables the operator in this room to monitor and control almost every stage of the smelting process. (Courtesy Falconbridge Ltd.)
ward linkages related to the mining sector. Indeed, recent trends suggest that the Sudbury area may finally be about to develop into a true mining complex based on more than the physical extraction of minerals. An example of the broadening of the resource base to include technological development is the formation of Continuous Mining Systems (CMS). The purpose of this company, which was established in 1984 with Inco as its majority shareholder, is to design, manufacture, and market innovative mining equipment (see Figure 12). By 1987 CMS had made its first export sales. 89

Backward linkages have also intensified. This development has featured greatly expanded business for local and international enterprises in wholesaling and distribution and the fabrication and assembly of machine parts. Many of these enterprises have been attracted to the industrial parks found in the regional municipality. The pivotal location of Sudbury in this connection is made evident by the fact that some

Figure 12. A Continuous Osciloader, built by Continuous Mining Systems in Sudbury, 1988. This loader makes it possible to remove ore continuously from a production stope onto conveyor belts or into haulage vehicles. (Courtesy Inco Ltd.)
ninety mines can be found situated within three hundred kilometres (180 miles).90 Many of the new wholesaling and distribution businesses have come into being which serve not only the Sudbury Basin, but all of Northern Ontario as well, as local and foreign manufacturers have capitalized on the regional potential for the assembly of machine parts and specialized mining equipment.

**Conclusion**

This paper suggests that the history of Sudbury may offer lessons for resource communities victimized by the “staples” trap. While it is true that Sudbury’s size and location are unique, it is nevertheless clear that the “human dynamic” in the form of individual initiative, political leadership, community action, and entrepreneurial creativity can shape the urban economy. Sudbury’s experience also shows that large changes can be made in a dramatically short time. As recently as 1982, Sudbury was considered to be a dying community; two years later it was chosen as a world urban case study of successful adjustment. Evidence that some progress was being made with regard to this pathway to the future came in 1988 with the apparent halt of population decline and the acknowledgement that Sudbury had one of the most dynamic economies in Canada.91 This changing historical perspective suggests that it may be wise to devote more attention to the contemporary aspects of urban history. By doing so, historians and others could perhaps help troubled communities and regions by offering insight gained from similar experiences elsewhere.
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